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A James Beard Foundation Award–winning record of the traditional regional cuisines of Oaxaca,
from one of the world’s foremost authorities on Mexican cooking.No one has done more to
introduce the world to the authentic, flavorful cuisines of Mexico than Diana Kennedy. Acclaimed
as the Julia Child of Mexican cooking, Kennedy has been an intrepid, indefatigable student of
Mexican foodways for more than fifty years and has published several classic books on the
subject, including The Cuisines of Mexico (now available in The Essential Cuisines of Mexico, a
compilation of her first three books), The Art of Mexican Cooking, My Mexico, and From My
Mexican Kitchen. Her uncompromising insistence on using the proper local ingredients and
preparation techniques has taught generations of cooks how to prepare—and savor—the
delicious, subtle, and varied tastes of Mexico.In Oaxaca al Gusto, Kennedy takes us on an
amazing journey into one of the most outstanding and colorful cuisines in the world. The state of
Oaxaca is one of the most diverse in Mexico, with many different cultural and linguistic groups,
often living in areas difficult to access. Each group has its own distinctive cuisine, and Diana
Kennedy has spent many years traveling the length and breadth of Oaxaca to record in words
and photographs “these little-known foods, both wild and cultivated, the way they were
prepared, and the part they play in the daily or festive life of the communities I visited.” Oaxaca al
Gusto is the fruit of these labors—and the culmination of Diana Kennedy’s life’s work.Organized
by regions, Oaxaca al Gusto presents some three hundred recipes—most from home cooks—
for traditional Oaxacan dishes. Kennedy accompanies each recipe with fascinating notes about
the ingredients, cooking techniques, and the food’s place in family and communal life. Lovely
color photographs illustrate the food and its preparation. A special feature of the book is a
chapter devoted to the three pillars of the Oaxacan regional cuisines—chocolate, corn, and
chiles. Notes to the cook, a glossary, a bibliography, and an index complete the volume.

About the AuthorA British citizen, Diana Southwood went to Mexico in 1957 to marry Paul P.
Kennedy of the New York Times. Today she is widely considered the foremost researcher,
teacher, and writer on the regional foods of Mexico and has written eight books on the subject.
She has been bestowed the highest honor given to foreigners by the Mexican government, the
Order of the Aztec Eagle, for her work of disseminating Mexican culture through its foods. She
has also received numerous awards from other gastronomic institutions and was decorated with
an MBE by Queen Elizabeth for her work in strengthening cultural relations between Mexico and
the United Kingdom, as well as for her work for the environment, which is always reflected in her
texts. For the past thirty years, her studies have been centered around her ecological house in
the state of Michoacán.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Incredible Book on Indigenous Cooking. I had been looking for this
cookbook for ages. I really wanted to see it before buying but finally gave up so I ordered it from
Amazon. I had no idea it was so large. Really a coffee table book. My copy came signed and that
was unexpected too.This book describes/documents indigenous food in the State of Oaxaca.
Sooo, if one is looking for an easy Mexican cookbook this isn’t for you; however, if you want to
learn it is. About 25 to 30 percent of the recipes need local ingredients. Some probably can be
substituted but probably will not taste the same. But the rest can be made (no I haven’t made
them all yet) with ingredients found or grown in the US. And most foods taste different outside
the area of origin anyway.Yes I’m happy and excited by the cookbook and I look forward to
expanding my menus. My recommendation is to go for it.”

Marco Antonio Abarca, “Recipes from Mexico Profundo. For serious students of Mexican
cuisine, Oaxaca holds a certain fascination. As one of the poorest and most indigenous regions
of Mexico, Oaxaca is where one finds the food ways that pre-date the arrival of the Spanish. It is
this Pre-Columbian tradition that leads many food writers to believe that Oaxaca has the most
"authentic" and profound Mexican food.As earlier reviewers have noted there are plenty of
recipes in "Oaxaca al Gusto" that are way beyond the means of even the most dedicated home
cook. Afterall, how many people are really going to make wasp nest sauce or salsa for flying
ants? While most people will never make these recipes, they are nevertheless fascinating to
read about. In addition, Diana Kennedy's extraordinary photos bring an additional level of
understanding.While there are plenty of exotic recipes, they are also easily a couple of hundred
recipes that can be attacked by any serious home cook with a little imagination. As the Mexican
immigrant population has grown and moved throughout the United States, ingredients that ten
years ago seemed exotic and impossible to find can now be found at number of neighborhood
food stores. It may take a little work to find these ingredients but end result will yield a greater
understanding of the diversity of Mexican food.Diana Kennedy has spent the last forty five years
wandering around Mexico's backroads in search of interesting recipes. She is the foremost
expert on Mexican food in the world and "Oaxaca al Gusto" is truly her opus magnus. This book
is not for the casual cook looking for recipes for Thursday Taco night. "Oaxaca al Gusto" is the
culmination of Diana Kennedy's life's work. One can only pray that Diana Kennedy has it in her
to produce one or two more classic books like this one.  The highest recommendation.”

Guillermo Olaiz Silva, “Unique Work. This is a must to every experienced and novice chef or
home cook. The simple complexity in Oaxacan cooking makes it the most or one of the most
interesting and advanced forms of traditional cuisines in the world. The colonial influence
sometimes is overpowered by the Oaxacan pre colombian culture, this is notorious on the use of
several local unique ingredients to Oaxaca sorrounding basic European proteins.This is a book



of traditional cuisine, so several ingredients are not available to most people. But if you know the
basics on Mexican cooking, you can swap chilies and some vegetables and herbs with more
readily available ingredients.I am Mexican yet I know this work is of the highest quality, no other
book on Oaxacan cooking is better than this one. Even by Mexican chefs.If you think Peruvian
cuisine is exiting, you have lot to learn my friend. Oaxaca is the best place to eat in the world and
Dianna has the lead.”

lectora incansable, “Great recipes, beautiful illustrations, and credit given where it is due. My
husband and I have travelled to Oaxaca several times and love the people, the history, and the
great food. My husband is a chef and we've taken cooking classes frm Pilar Cabrera whose
mother is mentioned in this book as the source of several recipes so we are somewhat familiar
with the excellent cuisine.This book is beautifully illustrated with great photos of prepared food
and ingredients. The author has taken great care to put the food in a historical and cultural
context without sounding high brow or condescending. In all cases she credits the people that
provided her with recipes and cooking tips and techniques. This may seem an obvious thing to
do but there are other writers who have books about Oaxacan cuisine that rarely mention their
sources.The recipes are explained well, instructions are clear and whenever appropriate
information about ingredient sources or substitutions is discussed.If you have good culinary
skills this book can help you prepare some excellent food. After all, Oaxaca is knowns as the
best region of Mexico for food. If you are a beginer you can still get a lot of mileage from this
book but a few of the recipes may be a bit complex requiring a few tries before you get them
"right."I very much recomend this book to any food lover, to any lover of Mexican food and to
anyone wanting to make some of the best food around.”

John C., “First Catch Your Iguana!. Let’s just say it’s a very nice coffee table book, given that so
many of the ingredients aren’t actually available in the UK. A good job, perhaps!?!”

Anónimo, “Sin duda debe formar parte de tu biblioteca. Este gran libro que además de ofrecer
recetas de la comida oaxaqueña no contextualiza el lugar y personas de donde se tomaron las
recetas. Esto habla de la importancia de quienes por muchas generaciones han pasado las
formas de elaborar los alimentos en Oaxaca.Diana Kennedy es sin duda una gran autoridad en
el tema del arte culinario de México, he logrado reproducir varias de las recetas contenidas en
el libro y créanme son deliciosas. Aunque no siempre se encotrarán todos los ingredientes pues
son muchos de ellos regionales, nos ofrece alternativas.Disfruten el libro mientras cocinan, no
se arrepentirán.”

Jorge Glez, “Buen libro, buena información. Maravilloso libro, poco común y a excelente precio.
La calidad es soberbia y la información es una obra maestra de la autora. El envío fue muy
rápido y llegó en excelentes condiciones.”



Luis E Juarez, “Original recipes, awesome pictures. I gave this excellent book to my son, he is
Cheff and his specialty is Mexican cuisine (we are Mexican). Recpies are very original and
pictures are awesome. He is very happy with this book.”

The book by Diana Kennedy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 138 people have provided feedback.
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